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MediaActivism: Bantay Kalikasan
in the Passage of the Clean Air Act*
Perlita M. Frago-

Abstract: This case study examines the role of media in the enactment of

the Clean Air Act of 1999 (CAA). Through the intervention of the Bantay
Kalikasan (Nature Watch), the environmental advocacy arm of ABS-CBN
(the largest broadcasting network of the Philippines), the clean airdiscourse
became a public issue. It not only campaigned actively for the law by
initiating roadside information teams, but it also initiated the 5M-signature
campaign in support of the CA/J:s enactmentintolaw. Most of all, itamplified
the discursive health and moral debates popularized by the Clean Aircoalition
concerning incinerator. Environment is not exactly a mainstream issue in
the Philippines, but the media possess the essential resources to make any
dire environmental issue a public concern. As soon as the media realize
their discursive power to popularize any technical environmental concern,
the more realizable the future will be for a more viable and more continuous
environmental policy not only for clean air.
Key words: Clean AirAct, media, environmental policy, discourse analysis

Introduction
Clean Air Acts in most countries have attracted a number of investigators
who are interested in the study of both science and policy. Interesting
enough, the Clean Air Bill did not attract public attention while it was first
introduced on the policy table in the Philippines. What with the likes of oil

• This paper is an offshoot of the author's unpublished dissertation entitled, "Environmental
Politics and Discourse in the Philippines: The Clean Air Act of 1999" (2006). It contains some
parts of the dissertation pertaining to the case of Bantay Kolikasan and its role in the passage
of the Clean Air legislation.
••The author is grateful for the assistance of Ms. Dina Delias in gathering some pertinent data
for this study. Likewise, the author acknowledges the comments of three anonymous reviewers
but assumes full responsibility for the final paper.
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companies, like the "Big 3" (Petron, Caltex and Shell), and foreign
organizations (i.e., the American Chamber of Commerce and the Danish
Embassy) that lobbied legislators to relax the strict fuel standards in and to
remove the ban on incineration clause from the said legislation, respectively.
The Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999 is the first comprehensive legislation
ever formulated in the Philippines to address the problem of clearing the air
through a comprehensive air pollution management framework. It is
regarded as an environmental milestone. But more importantly it is a
compromise between the interests of environment activists on the matter, as
well as the interests of the state as a whole as regards finding ways and
solutions to the garbage problem, to the energy problem and finding ways
and solutions to the air quality problem. During the 10th Congress, the
legislation of the CM was essentially half-done with only the Senate sealing
its part of the job. What facilitated the enactment of a bill that saw three
presidents and went through two sets of rigorous legislative actions and
scrutiny of the 10th and 11th Congresses?
.
This descriptive study focuses on the role of media, specifically, Bantay
Ka/ikasan, in the passage of the landmark legislation during the 11th
Congress. Bantoy Ko/ikoson is one of the several programs of the ABS-CBN
Foundation. It is said to be the media advocacy arm of the Clean Air coalition
that played an important role in the enactment of the Clean Air Act of
1999, an environmental landmark legislation. This study examines the role
of the Bantay Ka/ikasan primarily as advocate and activist in the Clean Air
policy process.
The Media in Environmental Policy
Undeniably, the media play an instrumental role in motivating interest in
national and local issues. Giron describes the media in the Philippines as a
"force vital to any environmental campaign" (Giron 1992: 42). She believes
that media "play key roles in transmitting into layman's language the
complexities of environmental issues; inspire concern and motivate a sense
of responsibility over environmental issues" (Giron 1992:42). However,
Giron asserts that media potential in the environmental policy domain is
not fully realized in the Philippine setting. Why should the media be reckoned
as a "force" to contend with especially as regards environmental issues?
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Howlett and Ramesh distinguish aptly between the twin roles of media
as both activist and advocate in the policy process. According to them:
In reporting problems they function both as passive reporters and
as active analysts, as well as advocates of particular policy solutions.
That is, news programs (or other media formats) do not just report
on a problem but often go to great lengths in locating a problem
not otherwise obvious, defining its nature and scope, and suggesting
or implying the availability of potential solutions. (Howlett and
Ramesh 1999: 82)
Environmental coverage and environmental policy-making have been
the subjects of analysis of several media specialists like Hansen and Linne
(1986), Hilgartner and Charles Bosk (1985), and Solesbury (1976)
(Cracknell 1993:4). Media role is important especially in discourse since
they have the power to make an issue even out of a seemingly insignificant
opinion or discussion depending on the way they present the information to
the public. Within a policy discourse community, media playa big role
especially in defining social problems and in drawing public attention to
environmentalists. Oftentimes, this media intervention is concretized
whenever environmental issues are projected through provocative pictures
or through powerful word descriptions.

As illustrated in Figure 1, in the area of environmental discourse, there
exists a symbiosis between media and environmentalists. In this figure, the
discourse community refers to the set of actors that share a common
discourse. It "defines its membership by reference to a specific knowledge
base" (Howlett and Ramesh 1999: 153). In this study, the discourse
community includes a more active component called a "discourse coalition."
This temporary association is formed among actors that are "attracted to"
a common set of storylines. Hence, the symbiosis is more specifically
manifested through a discourse coalition.
A more interesting angle, however, is why environmental organizations
and media have taken part in a symbiotic relationship for their respective
personal objectives. Environmental organizations need media to "command
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Figure 1. Symbols between media and environmentalists

Discourse
Community

/

/

Media

attention, legitimize their claims and invoke action" (Cracknell 1993: 7)
while media feed on stories that these organizations supply. Cracknell
explains the nature of this relationship as follows:
(e)nvironmental organizations have traditionally been heavy users
of the media and this is reflected in the considerable amount of
communications research dedicated to environmental coverage.
Major environmental pressure groups tend to have staff who are
experienced in the production of stories and in supplying information
to journalists. The issues on which the groups choose to campaign
are undoubtedly influenced by considerations of likely coverage.
This is important as it can mean that 'non-sexy' and unmediagenic
subjects are targeted less than those with instant media appeal,
regardless of the importance of the issues in question. (Cracknell in
Hansen 1993: 6)
Thus, the mediagenic nature or the media appeal of environmental issues
can be gleaned as one of the reasons why a symbiotic relationship exists
between the environmentalists and media. Other reasons that were cited
are that usually, environmental problems become very prominent through
disasters, and these fit very well the news value criteria that journalists tend
to look for in the selection of news worthy articles. Environmental campaigns
also evoke a sense of "surface consensuality" or may give the impression of
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representativeness on the surface that is not so threatening as compared to
other cause-oriented issues as labor and poverty.
The Approach to the Study
Media activism is best understood within the context of political
communication. Stein explains that "at the heart of media activism is a
belief that communication is an essential process in the project of peaceful,
democratic social change" (Stein 1999:6). According to her:
a fundamental aim of media activism is to guarantee that media
represent, serve and reflect all people. The aim requires national
and international bodies to structure communicative resources so
that they are widely and equitably distributed, are accountable to
their audiences and constituencies, and are genuine forums for public
opinion formation.(Stein 1999:5)
An emerging approach to media activism and the increasing role of
media in politics combines both the new social movements and the discourse
theories. These approaches present fittingly the more dynamic and proactive dimension of the media that the Philippines has.
According to De Luca, a number of scholars of the "social movements"
tradition like Tourraine, Melucci and Cohen, point out that:
(t)he new social movements differ from past social movements in
two fundamental ways: issues and organizations. For a variety of
reasons, the new social movements do not focus on the distribution
of material goods, the expansion of institutional political rights, and
security, but rather thematize personal and collective identity, contest
social norms, challenge the logic governing the system,and in sum,
deconstruct the established naming of the world. In other words,
this is a shift from economic grounds to cultural grounds or from
the domains of the state and the economy to the domain of civil
society... (De Luca 1999:25)
Discourse theory, on the other hand, takes into consideration the
relationship between knowledge, power and policy as the center of analysis
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(~eeley end Scoones 2004: 5).

The focus is. on the networks of power
behind the practices, interactions that are put into policy negotiation and
contestation. Hojer defines discourse as, "a spe~ifjc ensemble- of ideas;
concepts, and coteqorizotions that are produced, reproduced, and
transformed in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is
given to physical qnd social realities"(Hajer 1995-: 44).-biscourse matters,
"the linguistic end textual styles, classificatory. systems and particular
discursive formations can be seen to empower 'some and silence
others."(Keeley and Scoones 2004: 5)
These two approaches matter in the cnolvsisof the role of media in
making the Clean Air issue a national concern that cutsccross closses and

interests.
Lastly,.this descriptive study employs mainly qualitative methods of data
collection, namely: literature review, in-depth interviews of key informants
and document analyses.
. A Background on the Philippine Environment Situation
The air pollution levels in Metro Manila have reached alarming levels.
The very same air that is necessary for .the sustenance of the people who
reside in the city and its.contiguous areas is now also seen as a factor that
compromises their health. According to the Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (DENR), the major air pollutants found .. in. Metro
Manila are ozone, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, particulate rnotter,
sulfur dioxide, lead, toxic air pollutants, stratospheric ozone.depleters and
greenhouse gases. (DENR 2003: 1) Findings of the Asian Development
Bank study (199.1-1992) placed Manila in the listof countries that exceeded
the maximum levels of particulate matter and lead, and total suspended
particulates (TSP) in the atmosphere by as much as·three times, two times
and fi~e tim~s respectively, which were way above the prescribed guidelines
set by the World Health Organization. (DENR 2003: 3) A more recent
World Bank Report (1990-1995) placed Manila with TSP level at 200
micrograms per cubic meter as one of the cities in the world with atmospheric
pollutants above WHO guidelines, likewise confirming the ADB report (We
2005):
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A recent publication of the National Statistical and Coordination Board
entitled Compendium of Philippine Environment Statistics (2002) shows
that Metro Manila remains to be the most environmentally challenged in
terms of air quality because it is the most industrialized area in the Philippines.
For this reason, government efforts, such as air quality monitoring, have
been directed to this area (NSCB 2002, 2-1).
Health data reinforce the need to address the problem of air pollution in
the country. Table 1 (DOH 2006) shows the ten leading causes of death in
the Philippines. The data indicate that three of the top ten leading causes of
death in the Philippines are respiratory-related diseases, namely: pneumonia
(top 4), tuberculosis (top 6) and chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases
(top 7).
Table 1. Ten Leading Causes of Mortality by Sex Number, Rate/100,000 Population 1&
Percentage Philippines, 2002
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Source: 2002 Philippine Health Statistics (DOH 2006)
•percent share from total deaths, all causes. Philippine
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It can be .soid then 'thot the Clean Air legislation was the perceived
response to the demands at the time that it was passed and enacted. However,
much is left to be seenwhether the said law may indeed be considered as
. the "best" solution to the-identified problems at the time. 'It is an assertion
that is easier said than understood. It had already been legislated within the
prescribed democratic legislative process and yet; air pollution problems in
Metro Manila continue to persist. Moreso, it is yet to be fully implemented
up to the time that this research was'conducted. It cannot be denied, however,
that in '1999, a critical consensus was reached sufficient enough for the
CM to be.deemed.oson answer to air pollution.
"
The air pollution' problem is as old as the introduction ofindustrialization
but the repercussions of industrialization have only been realized receritly as
the magnitude of the problem continues to grow immensely. According to
Buchholz, air pollution has .becorne a serious concern ever, since modern
industrial processes have ceaselessly dumped large amou,qts.qf po!!v~ants
that far exceeded.the dilutive capacity of the air. (Bucholz 1998: 144) If left
unattended, this will not only cause major health problems.but Iotclities as
well. (DENR 2003:.3) But air pollutants do not only directly affect humans.
According to Elsom, there are at least'five main types of dornoqescoused
by air pollutants "non-human receptors" that may indirectly affect human
beings (Elsom 1992:1 5 ) : 1 1
,',

,I'.:

1. damage to vegetation;
. ,,'
2. damage to animals, birds, and insects:
3. dornoqe to human-m~de materials (painted surfoces, rubber,
nylon, metals); ','
.
'
" ".'
.: ' ,
4. soiling of materials (clothing, buildings,etc.);and"
"
.
5. weather and climatic changes (smogs, reducedsoia~ rqdi~tion,·.
visibility deterioration, surface temperature increases).
"., .
Before the Clean Air Act: Philippine lawshotecting'

Air

Problems of increasing magnitude, as the air pollution problem, need
more authoritative and binding policies and actions to address them. Laws
concerning the air matter if the health and life of human beings is to be
taken seriously. But in the Philippines, as in other developing or less
developed countries, laws concerning the air, or the environment, for that
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matter, was a fairly recent phenomenon. Elsom noted that this phenomenon
was only introduced particularly in less developed countries in the 1970s
even though they expressed concern on the environment, admittedly, these
environmental measures would slow down their rates of economic and
industrial growth.{Elsom, 1992: 10) In line with this observation, a number
of public policies that deal with air pollution and the environment can indeed
be traced back to the 1970s, most of which were enacted during the Marcos
regime. (Katayama 2002: 23)
Table 2 contains some pertinent laws and decrees protecting the integrity
of the air as they appeared in the history of environment laws in the
Philippines (Chan and Robles 1999). Indeed, serious legislations concerning
the air prior to the passage of the Clean Air Act mushroomed in the 1970s
at the height of the Martial law "development decade".
Table 2. Some Air Quality-Related Environmental Legislations in the Philippines
-----Law/Decree

Year Enacted

Brief Descripti on

National Water and Air Pollution Control
Commission Act (R.A. 3931)
The National Pollution Control
Commission Decree of1976
(P.O. 984)

06/18/64

This law created the Natio nal Water
sson,
and AirPollution Comm'
- - --This isalso known asthe Pollution
control Law. Itprovides th e guidelines
br the control ofairand water polluron.

--

----~----

08/18/76

~- '--

Philippine Environment Policy
(P.O. 1151)

06/06/77

Philippine Environmental Code
(P.O. 1152)

06/06177

--

-

This law safeguards the righsoflhe
people kl a healthy environment It
declares the active role of government
in ensuring the atlainment of
environmental qualily while enjoining
individuals, organizations and agencies
kl contribute klthe prese rvation and
enhancement ofthe Philippine
ellyll'~nmenl ______
This decree was created to prescribe
guidelines tlr land use and achieve
desirable levels ofair qualily and waliar
quality 1hat shall ensure public health
and human, plant animal Iii! viability.

1____
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Table 2.. .continuation
I Executive Order 192

06/10/87

Withdrawal ofLead in Gasoline
(P.O. 2001)
..

11/16/85

Toxic Substances and Hazardous and
Nuclear WasEs Control Act of1990
(R.A.6969)

10/26/90

This provides br the establishment of
the Department ofEnvironment and
Naural Resources
This decree essentially established a
program that necessitated a gradual
withdrawal ofetraethyllead (TEL) in
gasoline which was found 10 be a
poisonous comoound oflead that
contains deadly particulates. This law
decreed the substibJtion ofTEL with
ethanol.
This law was instibJted in order to .
conrol and monitor the chemical and
maeral substances that are being·
imporEd bythe country. Itaims 10
prevent the entry ofchemical
substances through legal or illegal
means that have nxlc content and
hence mav nose a risk to thP. oubjc,

It isinleresfinq to note that in the late 1970s, incineration was specifically
cited in P.O. i 152 as one of the solutions to the solid waste disposal problem.
Chopter 2, Sec. 45 of this decree states that:
Solid waste disposal shall be by sanitary landfill, incineration,
composting, and other methods as may be approved by competent
government authority.(Chan Robles 1999)
These laws were policies decreed or enacted prior to the passage of the
Clean Air Act.
Administrations that succeeded the Marcos regime rehashed, revised
or amended laws governing air and the environment. The Clean Air
legislation was the first exhaustive public policy that came out of the postMartial Law Congress (Tiquia 2003).
Behind the Clean Air Law
There was an urgency to address the air pollution problem at the time.
Leading causes of morbidity and mortality are primarily pulmonary in
character and related to the air pollution problem.
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Mobile and stationary sources are main sources of the air pollution
problem. Before the Clean Air Act, there was no comprehensive framework
to manage the problem. In the late 1990s, its advocates claim that the
CM is the solution to the problem.
Milestones in its Enactment
Republic Act No. 8749 or the Clean Air Act of 1999 is a legislation that
spanned almost a decade. It is a landmark law that originated from the
House of Representatives (HOR). The idea to create it started as early as the
8th Congress when it formed part of a proposal to revise the Environmental
Code of the Philippines. Table 3 contains the various bills related to the
Clean Air Act of 1999 in both houses from the 8th Congress to the 11th
Congress.
Table 3. Evolution of the Clean Air Act of 1999 (Republic Act 8749): Bills Related to Air
Pollution ----

Senate Bills

Congress

House Bills

8· Congress
(July 1, 1987 to June 30,
1992)
9" Congress
(July 1, 1992 to June 29,
1995)
10· Congress
(June 30, 1995 to June 30,
1998)
11" Congress
(June 30, 1998 to June 30,
2001)

House Bills 7815,22420
30895

-

Consolidated Bill: HB 14459
(House Bills 7202, 8008,
11525, 12748, 12750, 13286,
14536)

Consolidated Bill: Senate Bill
1770 (Senate Bills 794, 933
and 1233)

Consolidated Bill: HB 8622
(HB 56, 90)

--

----Consolidated Bill: sa 2033
(SB 273 and 522)

Consolidated Bill: HB 6216 Consolidated Bill: SB 1255
(House Bills 129, 730, 1016 (Senate Bills 9,864 and 91~)
and 1~21)

--

It should be noted that in the 8th Congress, there were no records of
any air pollution-related bills that were filed in the Senate but there were
resolutions that sought to address the air and water pollution problems in
the country. On the other hand, though there were attempts to enact an air
pollution bill in the House of Representatives in the 8th Congress, all the
bills introduced during this period failed to prosper beyond the first reading.
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Attempts to pass a clean air legislation also proved futile in the 9th
Congress. This can be attributed to the formidable lobbying of mainly oil
lobby groups. House Bills (HBs) 7202 and 12750 in the 9th Congress and
HB 56 in the 10th Congress were bills introduced by the same legislator,
Representative Socorro Acosta. All these bills specifically represent the earlier
forms of the comprehensive air pollution policy appropriately entitled uAn
act providing for a comprehensive air pollution control policy and for other
purposes."
The records of the Committee on Ecology meetings in the 9th Congress
indicate significant representationfrom the "Big 3" oil group lobbyists: Petron,
Caltex and Shell. Representatives from various motor groups, such as NorkisYamaha, Honda, Kawasaki, Honda and Victoria motors, were also present.
Similarly, non-governmental organizations, like the Trade Union Congress
of the Philippines (TUCP) and the Concerned .Citizens Against Pollution
(COCAP) and members of the Metro Manila Bus Operators Association
were also represented. It should be noted that no media representatives
during any of these Committee hearings on Ecology were present.
For the purposes of this study, only the last two rounds or attempts to
enact the bill, the 10th and 11th Congress, would be examined more closely.

When It Almost Become a Law
The first significant attempt to enact the Clean Air Act happened only
during the 10th Congress. What happened was that on July 29, 1997,
Senator Orlando Mercado, Chair of the Senate Committee on Environment
met with Congressman Socorro Acosta, ~hair of the House Committee on
Ecology, and agreed to separate these three measures for legislative
convenience. Complex measures generally take time to legislate. Hence,
instead of endorsing a bill that would revise the old Philippine Environment
Code, the said legislators decided to concentrate on each component of
the Code independently. Thereafter, the two legislators fi:ed separate but
essentially similar bills entitled the Clean Air Act. Both of these legislators
endorsed versions that had no major differences and both of them, in fact,
prohibited incineration. (HOR 1999: 10)
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After a series of hearings, deliberations and debates, the two
consolidated versions of the Clean Air law, House Bill 8622 and Senate Bill
2033, authored by Rep. Socorro Acosta and Sen. Orlando Mercado,
respectively, were reconciled and approved in principle by November 25,
1997. Thereafter, the Technical Working Group's successive meetings were
held on November 27-28 and by December 1, 1997, the Bicameral
Conference Report was finalized. The signing of the said Bicameral
Conference Report was done from December 2 to December 9, 1997. But
this report was never reported out to the HOR for approval. There were
various perspectives as regards why the first attempt failed: (1) maybe the
bill was not yet "mature" or "ripe" enough to be enacted into law; (2) it was
not reported out because there was a pending proposal to put up the
JANCOM giant incinerator project and the Ramos administration had
already made a commitment; and (3) there were oil lobby groups that did
not want the said law to poss. But two basic reasons were mentioned
specifically and recorded by the House of Representatives Journal and several
newspaper reports: (1) the 1997 CM was derailed by the majority and
that, (2) it was blocked by oil companies and incinerator pushers.
Mercado lamented that his frustration stemsfrom the reality of legislation
in the Philippines. He said that even though the Senate was successful and
able to ratify a certain bill, the work was only half-done until it was approved
by the other House. The Bicameral Report of this Clean Air legislation during
the 10th Congress was not reported out, hence, not finalized in its enrolled
form forfailure of the House to ratify the said bicameral report. Indeed, the
Clean Air Bill of 1997 was "only one-half done"(Mercado 2006).
By the end of the 1Oth Congress, Senator Orlando Mercado and
Representative Socorro Acosta had already exhaustedtheir allowable period
of service in Congress. The Clean Air Bill needed new endorsers in the newlyinstituted Congress.

The Final Round
The 11th Congress of the House of Representatives, in particular, was
basically composed of a younger breed of legislators who were mostly
second-generation politicians. Representative Nereus Acosta, who is the
son of former Representative Socorro Acosta, introduced once again to the
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chagrin of CM detractors, the Clean Air Bill. This time the House Bill was
known as HB 6216, a revised but mostly copied version of the original bill.
House proceedings recorded Acosta to have said that, HB 621 6 "does not
mention incineration as contained in the measure taken in the l Oth
Congress, but only specifies the highest emission standards for all sources
of pollution" (HOR 1999: 10).
Meanwhile, Senator Loren Legarda approached herformer mentorfrom
College and senior in Congress, Senator Mercado, about the Clean Air Bill.
After his stint in Congress, Mercado became the Defense Secretary of then
PresidentJoseph Ejercito Estrada. She asked his permission for her to carry
on the task of passing it again. Mercado agreed. From the interview, he
stated that to his knowledge, Senator Legarda basically and essentially
introduced the same bill that he authored. This new version, Senate Bill (SB)
912 (later on substituted as SB 1255), still retained its original stand on
incineration which was to prohibit it completely and nationally.
SB 91 2, together with other Senate bills were later on consolidated to
form SB 1255. SB 1255 was considered vis-a-vis HB 6216. In recognition
of the apparent similarities and relatedness in both bills, a request to form a
Bicameral Conference Committee was made on the same day.
The Bicameral Conference Committee needed to settle two contentious
issues for the final consolidation of the bill. These two issues pertained to
the provisions on incinerators and fuel reformulation. The original positions
of both houses prior to the Bicameral Conference Committee were as follows:

a.

Ban on Incinerators
within 3 years as soon
as the bill is signed
into law

b.

Standards on toxic
contents of fuels
(Aromatics/Benzene)

Senate Version

HORVersion

eternal ban

selective ban

45/4

40/2

~

After some deliberations, the final report was drafted by the Technical
Working group and copies of it were sent for ratification by both houses of
Congress. The HOR ratified it on May 10, 1999 while the Senate ratified it
on May 13, 1999. PresidentJoseph Ejercito Estrada approved and signed
the bill into law on June 6, 1999. Finally, the final and reconciled version of
the Clean Air Law, otherwise known as Republic Act 8749, was enacted on
June 23, 1999.
Republic Act 8749
The Clean Air legislation, in its final version, contains the ban on
incineration (which is a selective ban according to legal experts) within 3
years after the effectivity of the act and prescribes a 35% and 2%
reformulation (from 55/5) by volume for the aromatics and benzene fue,]
contents, respectively, by the year 2003.

Salient Features of the Law
The CM provides for a more coordinated and systematized Air Qualify
Management System. This is to be accomplished through the inclusion of
the following in the law:
1)an integrated Air Quality Improvement Framework which shall
prescribe emission reduction standards, control strategies and
measures within a definite time period. This framework is the socalled "blueprint" that specifies the roles to be performed by different
governmental agencies;
2) a set of doable targets through an Air Quality Action Plan, which
includes the adoption of air quality control zones;
3) the setting of emission standards for motor vehicles through the
compulsory National Motor Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance
Program;
4) the mandatory instruction for oil firms to bring down aromatics
and benzene contents of fuels from 55 percent to 35 percent, from
5 percent to 2 percent in terms of volume by the year 2003, and
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the prohibition ~f lhernonufocture, importqtion and.sale,of,leaded
.....
gasoline and of enginesthat make use.ofsuch: .
5) the opplicqfion of morket-bosed 'i~~trumeI1ts .toenoble i~dus't;ies
to self-requlote their products within the bounds of, public h~altr '
. ,
and safety;, ,', .. . ' : '.
6) the prohibition of mass burning, dumping and incineratio~as
means for disposal of garbage, the prohibition of the construction
and use of incinerators including combustion-based waste to energy
fccllitlesdeqlinq, with bio-rnedicc] and, hozordous wastes which
proc~ss emit toxic fumes:
.'
., .
7) the monoqemento] Non-Attainment Areas (NA,.A). ~hi~h are
geographic areas th~t shali be designated by the PENR wh~'re ~pecifi'~'
pollutants have exceeded the standards;'
, .
8) the institution of financial liability instruments '(e.g., trust funds,
environrnentclInsuronce, surety bonds, etc.} as Eilm,ergency
safeguards a,g~in~t,enVironmEmtal disosters:
" ' :" '

Manag~ment'

'ti,~

Fund 'in
9) the establishment of an Air Quality
National Treasury, to finonce containment, removal, cndcleon-up
operations and th~ rehobilitotion of ecosystems;
..
. .
.

I '

..

•1

,.,'

"

,.

•

. '

,

.

. . ;

•

;.: '!

10) the empowerment of tbec;itiz~ns osthey m9Y fil,e a cose against
a) persons who violate and fail to comply withthe rules, b) the DENR
or other agencies if they fail to implement orders 'and regula'tions
consistent with the law, and .c) public officers who neglect to enforce
' . '""
.',
.
the rules and regulations;.and .'
11 )t~e requirement for D~NR to come outwith a yearly,report on
the status of~he' anti-p()U~ti~n p~ogr.am wh'i1e (]. congres~i.~nal
oversight committee shall be tasked to evaluate the entire program
,
regularly. (Orozco 1999: 119- 127)
•

•

f

'

I'

Apart from. this coordinated end integrated Air, Quaiity.Manag~ment
System, the law also speclfies.theimplemenfinq structures to ensu,rethat the
spirit of the law will be observed. The DENR is designated' as the lead

t

,

,

.'

implementing agency. As such, it is empowered to coordinate and enter
into agreements with other agencies, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), and people's organizations (POs) as it may deem essential. On
the other hand local government units (LGUs) .olso have a share in the
responsibility as they shall be managing and maintaining air qualifies in
their respective jurisdictions and territories. Throughout the implementation
of the Act, there shall be all-out support for public education and information
campaign about air quality in all parts and sectors of society.
The Clean Air Law provides very strict penalties for violators of the law
or specifically for those who will be violating the mandated emission levels.
Owners of stationary sources may be fined up to as high as P100,000
while owners of mobile sources may be fined the amount ranging from
Pl 0,000 to P30,000. They may even face imprisonment of up to 10 years
for repeated violations.

Its "Fresh" Provisions
The Clean Air Act introduced some innovations in the history of Philippine
environmental legislation. As Oposo noted, the innovations that were
introduced by the law are the following:

1. Technology-forcing Standards. The law contains stringent standards
for ambient and source emissions, also known as technology-forcing
standards. They are so called because the standards are meant to compel
industry to devise the appropriate technology to meet them.
2. Incineration. Section 5 (t) states that:
Poisonous and toxic fumes mean any emissions and fumes which
are beyond internationally accepted standards including but not
limited to World Health Organization (WHO) guideline values.
While Section 20 states that:
Incineration, hereby defined as the burning of municipal, biomedical
and hazardous wastes, which process emits poisonous and toxic
fumes is hereby prohibited.
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,;:'

.'

t

','

~

...•

.

So at first sight, incinerction is banned but upon closer examination
incineration as o method'ofwastetreatmenti~ notobsolutelv banned.
Only incinerati6n ~hich erriits fumes thofore not i~ conformity with
internationally occepted standards isprohibited.
,.J.

"

1.'

3. Open burning or the traditional siga is allowed by this law.
4.' Citi~e~s' Su'it.

Th~

lawlegciily empowers the citizen~to sue ~oth
the polluter (fo~ polluting) and the gove'rn'm~nt official (for fa'iling to
do something: abo'ut it). : Th'is iegal empowerment tool i:s
contoined in Secti~n '41 '~fthe Clecm'AirAct:" ,',', ",'" , "

now

. " ... \

5. St~ategic

.

~

..

Lega(Actioris 'Again'sf pJblicP~rticipation' (SLAPP) S~its.

the la~ protects .the' cornploinonts from' beinqhcrossed bY'the
polluters. Sometimes; when '0' 'dtiz~n cornploins' about pollution
against
polluting ~stabli'shme'nt, the,latt~r~instead sues the
complaini'~g citizen t~ harass the complainant or'stifle the cornploint.
this legal"a~tr6n'h~s':I:{e~n 6ppr6priately called Stroteqic Lawsuits
Against P~blic Poriicipotiori ~r'SLApp'su'its .. It h~sa chilli~g effec~
on the complolnont a~d negatesthe very purpose behihd 'the legal
empowerment of the citizen'iy~' To counteroct this, the SLAPP suit
provision has been crafted into law. It is probably the first.nofionol
"
.
law of its kind'in the wO'rld. [Oposo 2002: 362)'"

a

The Bone of Contention
Chapter ,2, Article 3, Section 20 of the Act contains the provision
concerning th'emost contenfiousprovision ofth~ law,the ban on incineration.
It state~ that:
,:,' "
. "
'
:(i)ncinerati6n, her~by defined" os the burning of toxic fumes; is hereby
prohibited: Provided however, that theprohibition shall not apply to
traditional smoll-scc!e method of community/neighborhood
sanitation " siga", trcditionol, agricultural, cultural, heolth and food
preparation' and c'rematoria: . Provided further, That existing
incinerators dealing with bio-medical wastes shall be phased out
within three (3) years after the effectivity of this Act: Provided; finally;
.
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That in the Interim, such units shall be limited to the burning of
pathological and infectious wastes, and subject to close monitoring
by the Departments xxx (R.A. 8749 1999)
The CM is a law that promotes the common good yet, because of the
provision above, it underwent scrutiny for a long period of time. Its passage
was delayed for some years before it was eventually enacted in 1999. The
main area for contention and debate is the clause on incineration, the other
provisions were of little importance for those who lobbied against the said
provision (Escudero 2004).
Why should incineration be a point of dispute?
The incineration clause has raised a torrent of dissent with the protesters
arguing against it because of its adverse effect on health, the costs that it
involves, the lack of technical knowledge of those who are responsible for
garbage disposal and the shifting of the burden of managing environmental
waste problem to the local communities if the incinerators continue to spew
toxins into the air, land and water. (Sales, Jr. and Orozco 1999)
The next section illuminates further the narrative of Bantay Kalikasan.
Why did they participate in the coalition and why did they get involved in the
Clean Air legislation process?
Bantay Kalikasan

Bantay Kalikasan (Nature Watch) is one of the several programs of the
ABS-CBN Foundation owned by one of the most formidable elite families in
the Philippines, the Lopezes. It was founded in July 1998 with environmental
advocacy as its major thrust. It was established to respond to the declining
state of the environment.
In 1998, Bantay Ka/ikasan, the environmental advocacy arm of I·he
largest broadcasting network of the Philippines, the ABS-CBN was formed.
According to its Operations Manager, John Paul Balayon, through the
Bantay Ka/ikasan the said Clean Air Bill that calls for a total ban on
incineration became a public issue. It was responsible for initiating roadside
apprehension teams and for conducting a SM-signature campaign in
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support of its enactment into law. Most of all, it amplified the discursive
healthand moral debates popularized by the Clean Air coalition concerning
incinerators.

Their Storyline·
An·· interview'with Bolcvon, Proqrorn Director of BantayKalikasan,
indicate~ the noteworthy role of Bantay Kalikasan in the passage of the bill
into law (Balciyon,·2005). He narrated that their involvement in the 'design
of the bill was somehow prompted by their programs concerning the vision
of providing a betterfuture for the Filipino children. In the process of caring
for the children, Bantay Kalikason established an environmental hotline.
Through this environmental hotline people send letters, call their attention,
just walk in cihd file environmental complaints or simply report environmental
issues and concerns if they observeonv. They stumbled upon the reality
that mostofthe complaints filed end reported were related to air pollution.
The interviewee Citedthe importance played by their Mtmaging Director,
Regina Lopez; in campaigning for clean air. This perception is reinforced by
an earlier interview in August of 1999 conducted by Yutaka Katayama with
the former Program Director of Bantay Kalikasan, Marlo Mendoza. 1
According to both Program Directors, the campaign of Bantay Kalikasan
then was basically a campaign for clean air which Lopez personally felt was
a fundamental advocacy that they should focus on. The discourse that they
subscribed to was the fact that a serious air pollution problem needed to be
addressed immediately. Thus, they believed in and somehow propagated
the discourse of the urgency to dean the air for health reosons. Based on
the interview transcript, Mendoza apparently was even hesitant at first to
support the campaign to bon incinerators. Although later on he also
understood the necessity'to ban incineration because of the discourse of
administrative implementation incapacity of certain agencies.
On their own initiative, Bantay Kalikasan penetrated the halls of Congress
to determine whether or riot there were bills that had been passed to address
the problem of air pollution. They realized that indeed there were bills that
were being introduced in Congress but they were yet to be enacted. In their
research and campaign efforts for clean air in Congress, Bantay Kalikasan
was approached by members of certain environmental NGOs, namely
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Greenpeace and Mother Earth, if they would like to join in the latter's
campaign to pass the so-called Clean Air Bill. And they realized that their
campaign would be more recognized if they joined the rest of the activist
environmental NGOs. So, they joined them and together they formed the
Clean Air coalition.

The Strategies employed
During the firstfew attempts to enact the CAA, an important component
was missing - a media arm that will popularize and sustain the narratives
of the clean air odvocotes.
Balayon recognized the fact that within the coalition, each individual
organization somehow divided the strategizing efforts among themselves.
Individually, they might have exerted some efforts but rather minimally.
Together they became a stronger force to contend with, a synergy that was
increasingly difficult for the legislators to ignore in the 11 th Congress.
However, despite the existence of the coalition, the legislators demanded
that they come up with 5 million signatures to back up their campaign for
clean air. So the coalition devised strategies to make their campaign fo~ the
passage of the Clean Air Bill more effective. Essentially, Balayon described
that there was some kind of division of labor that took place. He mentioned
that when it came to the technical side of the bill, it was Greenpeace that
took on the active role in Congress. However on their own, Bantay Kalikasan
also disseminated information by means of educational fora in order to
raise the awareness level of the public. But more importantly, their role was
to gather public support in the issue. They became the media arm 01 the
coalition. Hence, their immediate role aside from being a media arm that
provided the venue for these discussionswas to gatherfive million signatures.
Before Bantay Kalikasan came in, there was no attempt to make the clean
air concern a public issue.

As regards lobbying and pressuring the legislators themselves, other
organizations took on that role. Balayon mentioned Mother Earth and
Recycling Movement. Among these organizations, he noted the prominent
role of women lobbyists of these organizations because of their persistence.
They really hovered over the actions of these legislators and really applied
adequate pressure on them.
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Balayon, stressed the importance of having new angles for certain
concerns to remain as issues. Cracknell asserted this in his study ~hen he
said that "one has to recognize that at different times in an issue's life
different strategies are required in order to take itforward" (Cracknell, 1993:

5).
This was exactly what Bantay Kalikasan did. Through its supportive
leader, the said media organization initiated the 5M-signature campaign
that brought the issue of urgency to enact the CM to the attention of the
public and legislators alike for health reasons and for the future of Filipino
children. These plugs were verified and validated through their own research.
They not only created roadside apprehension teams, provided extensive media
coverage of the issue; but they also carried on their vigilance and advocacy
until after the law was enacted by providing the logistics and personnel
within the Land Transportation Office to develop information and technology
process that will facilitate the monitoring of consistent mobile air pollution
regulation violators. In short, Bantay Kalikason helped in the establishment
of these databases and at.the same time served as watchdogs. According
to him, by penetrating this agency, they were able to uncover deeply
entrenched problems of corruption. They discovered that at times, at the
level of adjudication of these cases, some violators were able to escape
adjudication through the age-old means of usapan or when cases were
resolved through personal negotiations. He added that they also found out
that some owners of apprehended vehicles were able to get back their vehicle
plates without undergoing proper testing of their vehicles. He observed that
such deeply entrenched culture and mindset exists - evading the law is
more prevalent than complying with it. This was one of the main obstacles
that they discovered at the implementation level.

As the interviews indicate, the support of Bantay Kalikasan for the Clean
Air legislation started when the organization was approached by activist
environmental organizations spearheaded by Greenpeace to join their clean
air coalition. Thereafter, Bantay Kalikasan, together with other members of
this coalition, asserted a common set of narratives and storylines. News
reports add thatthe support of Bantay Ka/ikosan on the Clean Air legislation
was mainly because enacting the law per se signifies political will. An April
19, 1999 news report attributes the 5M-signature campaign efforts to Bantay
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Ka/ikasan. Apart from this evidence on the activist role of Bantay Ka/ikason,
a Philippine Daily Inquirer article published on April 23, 1999 highlighted
the "round-the-clock vigils" of Bantay Ka/ikasan. According to this news
item, this group was for the imposition of a total ban on incinerators in the
final version of the Clean Air Act. This article described as well the turnover
rites of the five million signature campaign. It indicated that Bantoy Kalikason
volunteers together with children donned gas masksto highlightthe concern
over the gravity of the air pollution problem. This article also enumerated
the arguments that were raised by Bantay Kalikasan which included among
others: (1) that incineration demotivates the useof "higher-order, responsible
waste management like recycling, reuse, reduction and natural
decomposition"; (2) that incineration is "unsustainable, uneconomic and
an unhealthy option;" and (3) that incineration encourages "bad habits
and lifestyles."
Legitimizing Effects of Media

Gaining media coverage alone can help organizations attain legitimacy
or credibility. As Hansen asserts,
(t)he very act of achieving media coverage can result in credibility
for the organization concerned, although this is likely to be dependent
on the media format. If an environmental group's research is taken
as credible by a journalist and is actively compared with that
produced by government or industrythen this tends to help legitimize
the environmental group's findings (Hansen 1993: 7).
This was what happened to the issue of total ban on incineration, though
it was viewed with ridicule by some policy specialists and government
pragmatists, it acquired a certain degree of legitimacy because of the way
media disseminated the information about it. According to Hansen,
legitimization
... can playa very a very important role in moving environmental
issues from the fringe of political arenas to a more central position.
Policy options that were once considered politically unacceptable
carbon taxing, road pricing, etc. have thus achieved a new credibility
(Hansen 1993: 8).
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Several key environmental informants attest to the activist and legitimizing
role of media. Greenpeace campaigner Von Hernandez cited the prominent
role ofthe "pro-active" media especially as regards their successin gathering
the needed 5 million signatures (Hernandez 2004). Palaypay of the Recyling
Movement of the Philippines also noted that legislators tend to listen when
they know that the media spotlight is on them and their political careers are
at stake (Palaypay, 2005). For him, the five million signatures translate into
five million potential voters. Ipat Luna, lawyer and Chairperson of the Board
of Trustees of Tanggo/ Kalikasan, mentioned that campaigns need media
for them to be effective (Luna 2005).
As discussed earlier, there exists a symbiotic relationship between
environmental organizations and media. Balayon mentioned that the
success of their primary advocacy program, the Bantay Bata (Child Watch)
program, to help the Filipino children was anchored on the success of their
clean air campaign through the Bantoy Ka/ikasan. He explained that indeed,
environment problems permeate the ordinary lives of the people. These
problems are indeed complex and interrelated.
When Bantay Ka/ikasan entered the picture, clean air became an issue.
As a media arm of these environmental groups, they were able to provide
the venues for fora, discussions and information disseminations. And their
"partnership" with Greenpeace and other activist environmental organizations
mutually reinforced their image as credible activists. Cracknell provided an
explanation behind this role of the media. According to him,
(b)y alerting governmental institutions to public interest in
environmental issues the mass media undoubtedly helps to push
environmental concerns up the political agenda. But there is a
significant difference between simply commanding attention and
politicization of specific policy decisions which have environmental
consequences ...
The most effective use of media as a campaigning tool is often when
the issue in question involves a clear decision. Here the media can
help to produce focused rather than diffuse pressure.
(Cracknell. 1993: 9)
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Greenpeace campaigner Hernandez acknowledges the activist role of
not only Bantay Ka/ikasan but also the Philippine media as a whole, in the
passage of the law when he said that:
(m)edia played a big role in terms of amplifying issues in the debates.
Traditionally if you look at incineratorfights orfights against polluting
fuels in other countries, corporations always tend to dominate the
debates because of their access to media and many of these media
have ties with many of these conglomerates, advertisers as their
sponsors. Dito so atin parang hindi (Here in our country it doesn't
seem to be like that), the media is foremost part activist in nature so
ibang bansa (in other countries) actually mahirap makapasok yung
ganitong k/aseng issue (it's difficultfor this kind of issue to be given
media attention) (Hernandez 2004).
The interviewed experts agree that the bill was a technical one yet through
the help of media and the press coverage that somehow popularized the
issue, the Clean Air Act became understandable to the public. Table 4 shows
the number of media articles that were published in leading broadsheets of
the Philippines on the following periodic divisions: before 1999, 1999,
2000-2005. 2
Table 4. Summary of Four Major Daily Broadsheets and the Frequency of Clean-Air
Related Articles Per Year
Name of
before
Broadsheet 1999 1999
Philippine Daily
Inquirer
Manila Bulletin
Manila Times
Philippine Star
Total

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

1
.

5

23

1

.

3

2

1

6

3
2
13
41

5
7

3
9
2
14

3
9
4
19

1

2
.

1
.
12

.
13

5
6

14

1
4

Note: Thedash (-)indicates theabsence ofClean-AIr related articles based onthedatabase

2000 to
2005

8
-

- _.
-1

--

-

14
31
13
---+66

There is a notable increase in the number of Clean Air Act related articles
after 1999 compared to the number of tabulated publications before 1999.
This table also shows that the peaking of media interest on the clean air
issue took place in 1999 and shortly thereafter.
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Media coverage made the choices clearer and easier for both the policy
makers and the public to understand especially when the information is
made available in print. A scholar explains this more succinctly:
(t)he real importance of getting stuff into newspapers is to influence
the politicians because they are the people who actually cut them
up. And if you want to get a subject on television there's no point
going to talk to the TV researchers and people like that because
television is an extremely mobile world ... The best way to influence
television content wise is to get something in a national newspaper
because they all start off every morning ... and they're presented
with .the cuttings of the newspapers and they then proceed to ring
up the conservation groups. That's how they do their research
basically. They'd deny it butthat's whatthey actually do. (Anderson
in Hansen 1993:58)
Conclusion
The foregoing discussion has presented the ways by which Bantoy
Ko/ikoson made the Clean Air discourse a public issue. From its initial
advocacy towards a better future for the Filipino children, Bontoy Ko/ikoson's
interest in the issuehas expanded to include a more activist and participatory
stance for clean air. Bontoy Ko/ikoson participated in the formulation aspect
of the bill by supporting and popularizing the discourse of the clean air
coalition spearheaded by Greenpeace. Its involvement in the coalition made
a difference in the passage of the landmark Clean Air law. Because of the
proactive role of Bontoy Ko/ikoson in the Clean Air policy process proved
effective, media serve as a significant alternative arena of power. As shown
in this article, environmental media coverage commands attention, claims
legitimacy and invokes action. Engaging an activist media matters for it
reinvents itself and finds ways of changing public opinion and providing
consequent shifts in public policies to address possibly other environmental
problems with the same degree of urgency thereby contributing gradually
but surely to changes In cultural mindset. And this can make it easier for
environmental civil societygroups to maximize their participation in the policy-: .
process and permeate it with all of their discursive prowess. +)
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Notes
1 This was token from the transcript of interview with Marlo Mendoza by Yutaka Katayama
which was conducted on August 26, 1999.

Figures were based from the database of Cleon Air Act-related articles culled at the periodicals
section of the University of the Philippines Main Library in Diliman.
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